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A rchitecture seniors
‘coalesce’ for final project
Lauren Zahner
MUSIANC. DAIIY

Five years ofhard work culminated in one
weekend for C'al I'oly architecture students
during C'oalesce, the third annual exhibition
of fifth-year design-studio work held in the
Universits' Union.
Fridays reception started the event with
ftve food, wine and live jazz. Students, parents
and practitioners walked around looking at
the 180 projects that filled Chuniash
Auditorium and the surmunding area of the
UU. It was one of the biggest exhibitions of
its kind betw’een Los Angeles and San
Francisco.
“I think that one rea,son to have an exhi
bition is to educate people about an'hitecture.The second is probably mon* important,
that is, to be able to show the diversity that
happens in architecture and the different

paths students take,” anhitecture professor
Ikirry Williams said.“Some of the students are
very pragmatic and stime are ver>’ theoretical;
they try out new concepts in architectua*. All
those have a level of value that is important to
architecture.”
Fhe name of the exhibition, "C.oalesce,”
was submitted in a contest and voted on by a
student committee. (]aela Beene, an architecturo senior and committee member, said
the name “C'oalesce” capturos the way not
only the projects have come together, but also
the students.
“We voted on which (name) captured the
spirit of this class,” Beene said.
Projects ranged fiTom a design for a schwil
in China to a cow-print chair. Tiny city
blocks and miniature buildings with ant-size
plastic people loitering endlessly around the
see Coalesce, page 2
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More than 180 graduating architecture
students exhibited their thesis design
projects (above) in “Coalesce,” a week
end featuring designs for furniture,
affordable housing, urban areas, air
ports and other projects.

LOS ANCiELES — On the ballot for
C'alifornia’s June 6 primary election are two
propositions aimed at changing the quality of
education in C'alifornia, though many debate
their ability to make an effective change.
Proposition 81 would raise $600 million in
taxes to build and revamp state libraries.
Proposition 82 would fund preschool for all
4-year-olds in the state.
The goal of Proposition 81 is to establish
libraries as a center of learning for the entire
community, especially young students who need
a place to get help with homework or hang out
after school, said Les Spahnn,a spokesman for Yes
on 81.
But groups who oppose higher taxes criticize
the proposition for looking for funds in the
wrong place.
“ A ‘no’ vote forces free-spending politicians to
cut welfare for illegal aliens to pay for our
libraries,” said Thomas Hudson, executive direc
tor for the (California Taxpayer Protection
(Committee in his “con” statement for the
(California primary election ballot measure sum
mary.
But Spahnn said the situation is not so simple.
“ Its far more complicated than that. Libraries
cannot simply obtain funds reserved for welfare
and use it,” Spahnn said, adding that this means
the proposition is important to obtaining the
necessary funds for library improvements.
Both propositions involve increases in taxes,
but not for everyone.
Proposition 82, if passed, would fund
preschool by taxing individuals who make more
than $40(),(MM) a year and couples who make
more than $8(K),(MK) a year. Under these guide
lines, le^ than 1 percent o f the population would
be taxed.

Online courses to provide distance
learning, interaction for students, faculty
Kelly Cope
MUSTAN(. DAIIY
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With the “Real Art for Real Learning” series of online classes, students will be
able to receive credit for taking classes online in the comfort of their own home.

Lets face it; calculus would be a lot easier to
handle if we could do it at home in our pajam,is.
Well, it s not quite calculus, but thanks to some
creative thinkers, a startup grant and some
intrigued students from around the world, many
students are getting extra arts education that may
not have been possible otherwise.
Cal Poly is offering the first of the “Keal Art for
Real Learning” series of online classes this quarter,
entitled “Teaching Standards-based Art m the
Elementary Classroom.” It is an interactive online
course available through (^il Polys ('ontinuing
Education program.
During the online class session, students can par
ticipate in group discussions verbally, hear others

respond and download course materials in real
time.
Born out of a desire to investigate w,iys to use
technology more creatively in the classixuim, the
course has brought together students from as far
away as Kuw'ait and Virginia, and as local as
('alifornia, specifically Northridge,Ventura and ('al
Poly itself.
Susan Duffy', chair for liberal studies, has played
an integral part in developing the series of classes,
along with John Houser, the academic program
administrator for ('ontinuing Education, and
I )eborah Spatafore, the main instructor for the
courses.
Duffy’ worked with Dennis “Skip” Parks, Dean
for ('ontinuing Education to request a grant to
see ('ourse, page 2
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Coalesce
continued from page I

edges sat side by side, creating rows
of senior thesis projects. Williams
s.iid the projects are good lessons in
pmblem solving.
“Fifth-year projects are pretty
unique because students find a site,
come up with a thesis aFxnit some
thing that needs to be done with
either that site or the use and they
go about trying to prove it,”Williains
said.
Work on the projects started fall
quarter with research for the thesis.
By winter quarter, students began
designing and working on the prac
ticality of their pmjects. Spring quar
ter was devoted to production and
developing the thesis. 1)uring the
month leading up to the exhibition,
Beene said, they spent K* to 12
hours in the lab each day.
“1 think we’re afraid to sit clown
and count ... to add up the hours
because it will just make us more
depressed,” Beene said. Williams said
the time would add up to days and
months.
“There could literally be a thou
sand hours on some of these pro
jects,” he saici.
On top of the individual pmjects,
uidents ran the exhibition.
Architecture professor Jonathan
Ikeich told the guests that the stu

dent committee started planning for
the event in January.
“1 h.ive to admit that many ot us
have learned as much or more from
our students than they learned from
us,” Reich said.
Williams said the show works
.igainst some of the things that give
C'al Poly students a bad reputation.
“People h.ive to see this and kind
of understand the worth of educa
tion,” he said. “Most of the students
are really industrious, hardworking
people.”
Professional architects from all
over the state were invited to the
event. R,iy Ladd, associate director of
advancement for the C'ollege of
Architecture and Environmental
I )esign, said some of the practition
ers were pmbably there scouting out
young talent.
“Our program is rated by Western
practitioners as best in the nation,”
Ladd said, citing a recent poll.
Besides education, Beene saici the
biggest thing she got out of her
experience was camaraderie as she
said her class became like a family.
The exhibition w'as one of their last
times together as a class, which made
the event bittersweet.
"It’s overw'helming to see what
your classmates have clone and it just
gives you a sense of .iccomplishment,” Beene said.“We can get some
sleep now.”
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Course
continued from page I

investigate “innovative uses of tech
nology in the classroom,” Duffy' said.
They received the grant and went to
work developing the course series.
“The original target audiences for
the class were teachers who wanted
more training in arts education, pre
service credential track students
wanting course work in the arts,
(and) artists who wanted to learn
more about the state visual and per
forming arts standards w’ho might
eventually seek employment as visit
ing artists in public schools,” DufTy
said. “We anticipate that there will
be a steady increase in enrcillment.”
Houser noted that the environ
ment created online matched the
one in a physical environment and
in some ways even improved upon
it.
“One of the problems with dis
tance learning — whether through
early correspondence-style courses
or bulletin board courses over the
Web — has been the lack of real
time interactivity between students
and the instructor or a student and
other students,” he said.
Houser said the idea was devel
oped to use real-time Web confer
encing tools both to increase that
interactivity and to see how’ closely
they could reproduce the physical

classroom experience in virtual
space.
“ Related to the latter, we’ve
found that we have not only repro
duced the classroom experience
incredibly well, but we can improve
upon the physical classroom experi
ence. For example, by recording the
sessions so the students can watch
the classes again at their discretion,”
Houser said.
Another challenge that the group
encountered while conceptualizing
the class is how to market and adver
tise it to potential students, since
many of them are teachers who are
not necessarily associated with the
university.
“We weren’t even certain in
January what form the (spring quar
ter) course was going to take, (along
with other concerns), so it took
away from the marketing efforts,”
Spatafore said.
However, she too expects the
courses’ enrollments to increase over
time.
Spatafore designed the course
series after obtaining her masters of
arts degree from Ohio State
University with the help of an
online course. The university is
home to the top arts education pro
gram in the country, and her experi
ence with the online courses, espe
cially the delight of receiving such
specialized attention from her

instructors, has driven her to create a
similar environment for students at
C,al Boly.
"1 W'as thrilled with the attention
1 got from my professors,” she said.
She also found that she could take
more control of her studies through
the online courses, and “tailor my
own education,” she said, adding that
she could ask “what could I do
more?” Through this feedback and
communication with the professors,
she also made suggestions to
improve the courses. In this way, she
already had some research done on
what worked — and what didn’t —
in an online course setting.
C'urrently, enrollment is available
through Continuing Education, but
plans are in the works to make it
available through the liberal studies
program in the fall, to make it easier
on students’ pocketbooks.
“Right now students can sign up
through Ch>ntinuing Education.
They can get academic credit for it,
but there is an extra fee for going
through Continuing Education. In
the fall we hope to offer the series of
classes through liberal studies which
would allow students to register and
have their normal tuition cover the
cost of units,” Duffy said.
All five courses in the series will
be available for students this sum
mer, during the second five weeks of
the quarter.
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Solution, tips, and computer program at www.sudoku.com
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Coffee Shop & Deli
• Extended Hours:
6:30am-10pm M-F
7:30am-10pm Sat, Closed Sun.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Specialty food and drink menu prepared at your convenience
Call ahead service
Special final exam hours for Cal Poly & Cuesta students
Free wireless internet
Friendly and experienced baristas
Catering and ddivery service
3230 Broad Street, San Luis Obispo, CA
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W H O SAID THAT?
Don’t be discouraged by a failure. It can be a positive expe
rience. Failure is, in a sense, the highway to success, inasmuch
as every discovery of what is false leads us to seek earnestly
after wiiat is true, and every fresh experience points out some
form of error which we shall afterwards carefully avoid.
— John Keats

Either/O r

„T h e

— Flats or stilettos?

Face of

Stilettos
— Blow Pops or Tootsie Roll Pops?
Blow Pops, because there’s bub
blegum in the middle.

If You Could ...
You must give some time to your fellow men. Even if it’s a
little thing, do something for others - something for which you
get no pay but the privilege of doing it.
— Albert Schweitzer

— have any superpower, what would
it be and why?
To read minds because I would know
the truth behind everyone and
whether or not a guy really likes me.

Usually when people are sad, they don’t do anything. They
just cry over their condition. But when they get angry, they
bring about a change.
— Malcolm X

— end one disease or social problem
in the world, what and why?
AIDS because it’s a huge world issue.

Equable: Equal and
uniform; also, not easily
disturbed.
Maelstrom: A large,
powerful whirlpool;
also, a violent, disor
dered, or turbulent state
of affairs.

C e n tra l

— Shout out:
To Adam, my love, my Superman —

Name: Megan Wright • Year: junior
Hometown: Vacaville • Major: nutritional science
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Licensed
TRANSMISSIONS

W orld’s Largest Transm ission SpeciNlists
Belts • Hoses • Brakes • Etc.
Locally Owned and Operated
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Fall '06 parking permits on sale June 27th
For purchase info go to:
http://police.calpoly.edu
Debit and most credit cards accepted
Questions? Call (805) 756-6654
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State briefs
GARDENA — C ouncilinan
Steve Bradford accepted a cam
paign contribution of $16,800
from Hustler magazine publisher
Larry Flynt and his associates a
day before voting to allow the
Hustler Casino to expand,
according to state campaign
finance records.
Bradford took the money on
Fx'b. 27 for his Assembly bid, the
documents state.
The next day, the City Council
unanimously approved Bradfords
motion to grant an exception to
city parking rei.]ui rein cuts needed
for the casino to expand.
Bradford said the contribution
h.ul nothing tti do with his vote
on the expansion.
—

The AssoiiiUal l*rc.<s
• • •

BARSTOW — A grtnip of
first-grade students helped buy an
acre of land in the Mojave
N.itional Preserve using money
raised by recycling cans and bot
tles, school officials said.
The’80 Lenwood School stu
dents raised $214. San Bernardino
C'ounty’s waste management
department kicked in an addi
tional $84 needed by the National
Park Service to add-a^ acre to the
preserve.
i
“We welcome the (iferts -oT
these young people,” Mojave
National Preserve Superintendent
Dennis Schramm said. “We want
children to learn about the natur
al world early in their lives so they
can enjoy it throughout their
lives."
The purchase was part of an
ongoing effort to acquire parcels
of privately held land within the
borders of the 1.6 million-acre
Mojave National Preserve.
Private land held within the
preserve has dropped from
220,000 acres to just under
1(K),(MK) acres since it was estab
lished in 1994.
—

IVc Associated Press
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Lawyer: officers not target o f investigations into Iraqi killin g
Lance Cpl. Roel Ryan Briones, 21,
were ordered to photograph the scene
with personal cameras they happened
to be carrying the day of the attack,
the families said. Briones’ mother,
Susie, said her son told her that he saw
the bodies of 23 dead Iraqis that day.
“It was horrific. It was a terrible
scene,” Susie Briones said in a tearful
interview at her home in C^alifornia’s
San Joaquin Villey.
Navy investigators confiscated
Briones’ camera, his mother said.
Wright’s parents, Patty and Frederick
Wright of Novato, declined to com
ment on what might have happened
to the photos their son took but said
he turned over all of his information
to the Navy.
“He is the Forrest Gump of the
military,” Frederick Wright said. “He
ended up in the spotlight through no
fault of his own.”
Ryan Briones told the Los Angeles
Times that Navy' investigators had
intermgated him twice in Iraq and
that they wanted to know whether
bodies had been Limpered with. He
turned over his digital camera but did
not know what happened to it after
that.
Susie Briones said the military had
done little to help her son, who goes
by his middle n.ame, deal with his
post-traumatic stress disorder.
“It was very traumatic for all of the
soldiers involved with this thing,” said
Susie Briones, 40, an academic advis
er at a community college.
Marine Gen. Peter Pace, chairman
of the military’s Joint Chiefs of Staff,
said Monday on CBS’s “The Early
Show” that “it would be premature
for me to judge” the situation.
But he added that it is critically
important to make the point that if
certain service members are responsi
ble for an atrocity, they “have not per
formed their duty the way that 99.9
percent of their fellow Marines have.”
Asked how such a thing could have
happened. Pace replied, “Fortunately,
it does not happen very ffequendy, so
there’s no way to say historically why
something like this might have hap
pened. We’ll find out.”
Briones’ best friend, Lance Cpl.
Miguel “T.J.”Terrazas, had been killed
the day of the attack by the txiadside
bomb, his mother said. Brionc*s was
still grieving when he was sent in to
clean up the l-Rxlies of the Iraqi civil
ians.
“He had to carry that little girl's
body,” she said, “and her head was
blown off and her brain splattered on
his boots.”

Thomas Watkins
ASSOcaATF.I) PRESS

CAMP
PENDLETON
—
Pentagon investigations into the
shooting deaths of Iraqi civilians are
focused on about a dozen enlisted
Marines and do not target their com
manding officers, the lawyer for one
of the officers said Tuesday.
The investigations of up to two
dozen killings and whether Marines
covered them up are focusetl on the
troops who were in a four-vehicle
convoy hit by a roadside bomb last
Nov. 19 in the western Iraqi city of
Haditha, attorney Paul Hackett said.
The highest-ranking Marine tar
geted by the investigations is a staff
sergeant who led the convoy, said
Hackett, a Marine reservist and Iraqi
war veteran who last year narrowly
lost a special election for a U.S. 1louse
seat in Ohio.
The troops are from Kilo
CAimpany, part of Ckimp Pendletons
3rd Battalion, 1st Marine Regiment.
Hackett represents Capt. James
Kimber, one of three battalion officers
relieved of command last month.
“My purpose is to separate his
name from the alleged war crimes
that took place,” Hackett told The
Associated Press in a telephone inter
view. “He’s not under investigation for
anything adated to what has played
out in the press.”
Kimber, who was nominated for a
Bronze Star for valor in Haditha, was
relieved of command because his sub
ordinates used profanity, removed
sunglasses and criticized the perfor
mance of Iraqi security services dur
ing an interview with Britain’s Sky
News TV, according to Hackett.
The Pentagon has named two oth
ers who were relieved of command:
Lt. Col. Jeffrey Chessani, the battal
ion’s commander, and Capt. Lucas
McConnell, who commanded Kilo
Company. Hackett does not represent
either man but said neither was pre
sent for the shootings and he believes
neither man is a target of the investi
gations.
McConnell refused to speak with

A.S.S(X:iATED I’RE^SS

Nicholas Grey, a Second Lieutenant of the Marine Reserve speaks with
a reporter about the investigation into the killing of unarmed Iraqi
civilians by U.S. Marines on Monday in Oceanside.
an AP reporter who visited his home
near Camp Pendleton on Monday
night.
The details of what happened in
Haditha are still murky. What is
known is that a bomb rocked a mili
tary convoy and left one Marine dead.
Marines then shot and killed
unarmed civilians in a taxi at the
scene and went into two homes and
shot other people, according to Rep.
John
Murtha, a Pennsylvania
Democrat and decorated war veteran
who has been briefed by military offi
cials.
The Marine Corps had initially
attributed 15 civilian deaths to the car
bombing and a firefight with insur
gents, eight of whom the Marines
reported had been killed.
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White House press secretary Tony
Snow said Tuesday that President
Bush was briefed about the killings by
National Security Adviser Steve
Hadley early this year when Time
magazine began asking questions
about the incident.
“The president also is allowing the
chain of command do what it’s sup
posed to do over at Department of
Defense, which is to complete an
investigation,” he said.
In his first statement on the case,
Iraqi Prime Minister Nouri al-Maliki
on Tuesday expressed remorse over
the deaths.
“We emphasize that our forces, that
multinational forces will respect
human rights, the rights of the Iraqi
citizen,” al-Maliki said through an
interpreter in an interview with the
British Broadcasting C'orp. “It is not
justifiable that a family is killed
because someone is fighting terror
ists.”
In separate interviews with The
Associated Press on Monday, the par
ents of two of the Marine's who were
members of a unit sent into Haditha
to help remove the bodic*s said their
children h.ive been traumatized by the
experience.
Lance Clpl. Andrew Wright, 20, and
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Customer Appreciation

Save 30%
• on all Cal Poly gift merchandise •
sweatshirts, tees, glassware, license plate
frames, jackets, polos and more!

on all regular priced general books
architecture books, cook books, fiction,
journals, childrens, gift books and more!
%

• on all student supplies •
art, office and school supplies!
'
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• on all seasonal gifts •
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stationery, greeting cards, stuffed animals
and more!
^ ^ ^ e x c lu d e s computer department, textbooks, photo department,
ro Ja lx)^ sandals, graduation caps, gowns and tickets

one day only
Thursday June 1

El Corral Bookstore
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And in the end ...
he diploma, the tassel,
the Hetty Hag gown —
give it to a more eager
soul. As tar as I’m concerned, I
graduated May OL the day C'al
Poly tripped on its own incom
petence and cancelled my music
festival.
1 he KC.PR (iarden Party,
scheduled May 20 at Downtown
Hrew, was intended to be a fullday fiesta of eclectic music and
independent culture, as well as a
fund-raiser for our school’s under
ground radio station. (As the club’s
(ieneral Manager, 1 had also par
layed the event into my senior
project.) Ikit after a year of plan
ning, and the false security of
Associated Students Inc. and the
Chil Poly Journalism Department’s
approval, the festival was terminat
ed less than 24 hours before its
advertised start.
The reasons were sketchy —
they involved previously unneces
sary insurance, a stunningly anal
fear of rock ‘n’ roll, and an orgias
tic melee of miscommunication
between the journalism depart
ment, ASl and the Risk
Management department. (Pick up
this week’s New Times for more
info.) To save the festival, KCPR
was forced to remove its name and
presence entirely from the event,
terminate the headlining bands,
and lose over $2,000. I personally
lost $1,000 and was blamed for
the debacle, contrary to docu
mented evidence, by my own
journalism authority figures.
So how’s that for education?
C'al Poly, honey, we really could’ve
parted on better terms; now the
divorce will outshine the honey
moon. These are my last weeks in
college — I’m supposed to be
tearfully hugging strangers and
pushing the outer limits of inso
briety, not raging against the

T
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immersion into that not-so-distant
future and if we’re lucky, we make
the decisions that define it.
But you know what? Looking
back, the most important experi
ences of my college days were far
removed from my formal educa
tion, and came after following the
personal instincts that defied it. In
these halls, but not from these
teachers, I found pride in the indi
vidualism they sometimes scorned.
STACEY ANDERSON
Ultimately, I found the confidence
smiAi lo nirnAiiY
to meet my heroes, forge real rela
tionships and accept more of
USIANC.DAILY
myself. This could never have
come from the utopian undergrad
ANNOUNCTMEN'r
experience 1 originally envisioned;
This is the filial installmeiil o f
for every alFirming moment of
The Art Beat hy Stacey Anderson.
clarity and adventure, there was an
machine. But now there’s betrayal, accompanying one of frustration
and insecurity. I’ve never felt as
confusion, resentment — and
lonely as I did here, and so accept
somewhere inside that, also a
ed still. But there was something
good-bye.
honest in that.
I’m ready.
So, four years and exactly .SO ••
But irate as I am, and will likely
remain, it’s hard to stay completely “Art Beats” later, what remains?
resentful of Cal Poly; this environ Realized dreams, definitely. The
transformative thrill of art and
ment is invigorating and does
music, and the fortune to con
establish independence, if some
tribute. Optimism (except in
times in defiance (the Garden
bureaucracy).
And a renewing sup
Party only triumphed through the
ply of gratitude.
tenacity of many radio rebels).
Thank you to my friends for
College is ending far from the
inspiring love. Thank you to
blissful summation I once imag
KCBR for showing me passion.
ined, but this recent experience
actually lends stronger perspective Thank you to those who took a
chance on me, in all that implies,
to my education. After four years
and to those who read this col
of startling change and develop
umn and enriched my truest writ
ment, I still expected the story
ing experiences.
book ending — but isn’t college
And thank you to Cal Poly for
supposed to bring the “real world”
teaching
me that, above all, educa
into focus (and down onto our
tion can only come from within.
shoulders)? What do we expect
from this time, anyway — a
Stacey Anderson is a departing
Stepfordized lack of adversity, the
journalism
and music senior and
instant dissolution of all our prob
K CPR DJ. Catch her last few radio
lems? Hardly; that wouldn’t pre
sets Sunday from 7 to 8 p.m. and
pare us for whatever awaits after
Wednesday from 3 to 4 p.m. E-mail
the cap is thrown. For better or
for worse, college becomes our
her at standers@calpoly.edu.

How-to book gives reading
for pleasure a new meaning
Meghan Marville
THE IIKEEZE (|A M tS MADISON U .)

H A RRISO NBURG ,Va.— Lou Paget creates a sexual heaven
where the streets are paved with condoms and the Astroglide flows
like wine in her book “ How to be a (ireat Lover.” Her tips are sure
to send any couple into ecstasy.
The possibilities for furthering one’s sexual education seem endless,
especially with chapter titles like “Beyond the Bedroom,” “To Lube or
Not to Lube, there is No Question,” and “ Blowing his ... Mind!”
Ciirls, pay attention to page 104 for a handy little trick called the
“Ode to Bryan.” It’s the most important thing you’ll ever learn in
college. Well, maybe
not, but it’s pretty
darn close.(A little
warning for the
guys: Do NOT try it
yourself. The last guy
to take a crack at it
is still in intensive
care.) It requires a
certain level of
hand-eye coordina
tion. Paget is a safety
girl and will teach
you that safe sex can
still be “dirrrty”
with the “Italian
Method” (the art of
putting on a con
dom sans your
O r
r
:l
hands). Check it out
11r*
in chapter four,
?c
^ n Qj »
“Safety is Essensual.”
ire
Have you ever
wondered about
proper etiquette
i:ourtesy mtno
after a one-night
stand? It’s never OK not to kiss someone afterward. Take a look in
chapter three, “The Art o f Kissing,” where you’ll learn that a “kiss is
never just a kiss,” it is never wasted and can communicate any mes
sage. According to Paget,“ If a picture is worth a thousand words,
then a kiss is worth a billion.”
Don’t have time to read it cover to cover? just flip through for a
couple “Secrets from Lou’s Archives,” which includes little tidbits of
quick information sprinkled throughout the book.
From kisses and condoms to STDs and how to avoid them, Paget
gives a whole new meaning to reading for pleasure. W hether you’re
looking to learn or just yearning for something new to spice up a
Tuesday, “How to be a Great Lover,” has all you need and more.
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R ock concert raises
kin ds for SL O
Vibm erfs Shelter
Four local bands and the
Progressive Student Alliance join
forces to raise awareness of
dom estic violence
Jennifer Hall
M U S IA N (i DAIIY

Drum beats and guitar chords
tilled Philips Hall at Cal I’oly on
May 26 during a benefit concert
for the San Luis Obispo Women’s
Shelter.
Lamai Son, 1 he Halls, Clay
IMiaroah and Afterhour Shower,
four local bands in conjunction
with the Progressive Student
Alliance raised $191.20 in dona
tions the shelter during the fourhour concert.
“We wanted to put something
together on campus,” said Matt
Sutter, a history senior and lead
vocalist for Afterhour Shower.
“ (PSA) made the suggestion for a
benefit show.”
“PSA believes the women s shel
ter is an important resource to our
community,” said Andy Scott, a
mechanical engineering sopho

more and co-director of PSA.
The concert consisted of a mix
ture of music. Lamai Son, an exper
imental noise band, played first, fol
lowed by The Halls, a punk-rock
band from Paso Robles.
The all C'al Poly student band
Cday Pharoah made one of their
first
stage
appearances
and
Afterhour Shower, a combination
blues rock and alternative band,
headlined the show.
“All in all a successful evening,”
Sutter said. “ It was a good haul for
the women’s shelter and we got a
standing ovation.”
The bands asked for a $3 to .S
donation at the door to benefit the
women’s shelter and in return hand
ed out “Beat the Punch” bracelets in
support of the shelter’s new cam
paign to end domestic violence.
“The Beat the Punch campaign
is preventative,” said Lindsey Dunn,
an outreach development employee
for the women’s shelter and a Cal
Poly alumna.
The campaign was designed by
four Cal Poly art and design stu
dents who created a series of

t:ouRi KSYmm t)
Afterhour Shower — (left to right) TC Harper, Bobby Gould, Matt Sutter, Nick Burt and Victor Gebhardt —
helped raise nearly $200 for the San Luis Obispo Womens Shelter along with three other local bands.
posters and advertisements for the
media campaign.
“We’re trying to create social
change and stop it before it starts,”
Dunn said.
The San Luis Obispo Women’s
Shelter was one of seven pilot sites
chosen by the state to experiment

with a new campaign against
domestic violence. If the campaign
is successful it may go state or
nationwide.
“Domestic violence isn’t a high
ly visible crime,” Sutter said. “ It’s
behind closed doors.”
The campaign is targeting 18 to

24-year-old men in an attempt to
raise awareness about domestic vio
lence amongst the age group that is
most susceptible to it.
“We’re not trying to come off as
saying you’re wrong,” Dunn said.
“We’re looking for guys to buy in
and come help us.”
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Prosecutor: FBI ending search for H offa at horse farm

N ational
briefs

Brian Charlton
ASSOl l Al l I ) IMUSS

iVlII.FOKl) TtTWNSHIP, Mich.
— The FBI is wrapping up its twoweek search of a suburban Detroit
horse farm after finding no trace of
former Teamsters boss Jiininy Hotfa’s
remains, a local prosecutor said
Fuesday.
Oakland C^)unty Prosecutor
1),ivid Ciorcyca told d he Associated
Press he w m s informed by Bloomfield
Tow'iiship police that the search w.is
ending without any remains found at
the I lidden 1)reams f arm in Milhird
Tow nship.
1he Detroit Free Press, citing an
anonymous federal ort'icial, also
reported 111 esd.iy that the search had
ended w ith no trace of 1lolfa.
FBI spokeswoman Dawn (denney
did not immediately return a call
from the AP seeking comment.
Bloomfield Fownship Police (diief
Donald Zimmerman would neither
confirm nor deny that the FBI is
w rapping up its search.
Hotfa disappeared in July B.I7.S
from a Detroit-area restaurant about
20 miles from Hidden Dreams Farm,
land once owned by Hoifa associate
Kolland McMaster.
McMaster’s attorney
Mayer
Morganroth said he was not'siirprised
that the search was wrapping up with
the mystery still unsolved.
“We never expected that anything
was there," he said, adding that the
FBI likely felt pressured to respond to
the tip, lest it seem as if it was not try
ing to solve the case.

W A SH IN G T O N — US.
military commanders are mov
ing about I,.S()() troops tiom a
reserve force in Kuwait into the
volatile Anbar province in west
ern Iraq to help local authorities
establish order there. “ The
United States stands ready to
help the Iraqi democracy suc
ceed,” President Bush said
Tuesday. The troop nujvemem,
.innoLinced earlier by military
commanders, comes as Iraqi
oft'icials continue to struggle to
set up their government, amid
new spikes in violence.
—

I'he AssofiatcJ Press

• • •
W A SH IN G T O N
—
Treasury Secretary John Snow
resigned Tuesd.iy and President
Bush
nominated Goldman
Sachs chairman and chief exec
utive ort'icer Henry M. Paulson
|r. as his replacement _ another
chapter in the shake-up to
revive Bush’s troubled presidency."He has a lifetime of business
experience. He has intimate
know ledge of financial markets
and an ability to explain eco
nomic issues in clear terms,"
Bush said of Paulson in a Kose
(iarden announcement.
—

I he Associated Press

fouM d by CM Poly M um
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Three unidentied people talk near the large pile of dirt at Hidden Dreams Farm in Milford Township,
Mich, on Tuesday, left over from excavations done by federal agents digging in attempt to find the body of
former Teamsters leader jimmy Hoffa who disappeared in 1975.
Morganroth has said that his 93year-old client was in Indiana on
union business at the time HolVa
disappeared and that, to his know l
edge. McMaster was never a sus
pect. File two men Hotfa \'.is to
meet the d.iy he disappeared, a New
Jersey ’Feamsters boss and a Detroit
Mafia captain, are both dead.
On Moiul.iy, a Michigan con
gressman said it was time to set
some spending limits on the search
for Hotfa's remains.
“The I BI might be better off
establishing a budget and some kind
of timeline, because what new

intormation do they li.ive now, 31
years later?” U.S. Ikep. Joe
Kiiollenberg, K-Mich., .isked.
The FBI hasn’t reve.iled the cost of
the search.
When agents arrived at the farm
earlier this month, based on what
Detroit ageiu-in-charge Daniel
Koberts called a credible tip, Koberts
said he expected the search for the
former Teamsters’ boss’ body to take a
couple of weeks and imolve moa'
than 40 FBI personnel, .iloiig with
demolition experts, arch.ieologists and
anthropologists.
1he FBI defended its efforts in a
statement last week, s.iynig: “The

Jury reaches verdia in second sniper attack trial

about...

Stephen M anning
ASS«K l Al l I ) I'k lS S
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IUX;KV1LI.E, Md. — it took just
over four hours Tuesday for jurors in
the second trial of accused
Washington-area sniper John Allen
Muhammad to reach a verdict.
The announcement Tuesday after
noon followed four weeks of prosecu
tors, experts and witnesses presenting
evidence against Muhammad and
Muhammad defending himself with
the argument that he had been
(famed.

Acting as Ins own attorney,
Muhamm.id told the jury in his clos
ing argument Friday that he was only
in the W.ishington area during those
three terrifying weeks to sean h for his
ex-wife and childa’ii. He said govern
ment agencies planted evidence and
collaborated to pin the crime on him
and teenager Lee Boyd Malvo.
“My ca.se is ha.sed on one thing. It
is very simple. They lied on two inno
cent men,” Muhammad said.
Prosecutors told the jury that
Muhammad careftjlly planned and
carried out the shootings with
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expenditure of funds has always been
necessary in each and every case the
FBI works, and this one is no excep
tion.’’
Robert Coombs, who owns an
electrical contracting firm that has
done work for the FBI at the farm,
said agents told him Tuesday morn
ing that the digging had ended. Fie
said he was at the farm that morn
ing to deliver a proposal to do elec
trical work on a new barn to
replace one the FBI destroyed in
the search.
“1 hey just didn’t find anything,
and they’re just winding her down,"
Gomhs said.

Wffh Hie DAnafanfl ferity «nNn* ^ etin g«t th* latest
itoriBB. fIM out «bout upcoming avants and catch a
Lllfiat doal (n tha cla«ilflBds. NNMr mis« thg naws again.

teenage accomplice Lee Boyd Malvo,
who implicated his former mentor
for the first time on the stand.
Both men had previously been
convicted in attacks in Virginia, and
Muhammad was sentenced to death
there. In Maryland. Muhammad is
being tried in six of the 10 deadly
shootings.
Maryland prosecutors said Malvo
had agreed to a plea deal, and last
week, the young man gave a chilling
account of Muhammad’s planning for
the October 2(K)2 shooting spree.
Muhammad planned two phases,
Malvo said, the first shooting six peo
ple a day for a month, the second tar
geting children and police with
explosives. He ultimately wanted to
extort $10 million from authorities
and use the money to teach homeless
children how to use guns and explo
sives at a Canadian compound, Malvo
said.
Malvo also said that Muhammad
was the shooter in five of the six
Maryland murders.
Prosecutors called eyewitnesses
who said they saw Muhammad and
his Chevrolet C'.aprice near shooting
scenes. Forensic experts said his DNA
was on evidence that included parts
of the Bushmaster rifle found in the
C'.aprice when he and Malvo were
arrested. B.illistics experts matched
the .223-caliher bullets used in the
murders to the Bushmaster.
Muhammad seized on inconsis
tencies during his cross-examination
hut offered little proof for his con
spiracy theory and no motive.
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International Injured C B S correspondent U.S. m ilitaiy joins
at U .S. base in Germany
briefs
Indonesian earthquake
for treatment
relief effort

BAGHDAD, Iraq — Car
bombs and other attacks killed at
least 49 people Tuesday across
Iraq as the government struggled
with deteriorating security. The
deadliest bombing occurred at a
popular market during the
evening in Husseiniyah, about 20
miles north of Baghdad, killing
at least 2.S people and wounding
6.5, said Lt. C'olonel Falah alMohamedawi,
an
Interior
Ministry spokesman, in the
southern city of Hillah, a car
packed with explosives blew up
at a dealership, killing 12 people
and wounding .52. A bomb hid
den in a plastic bag detonated
outside a bakery in eastern
Baghdad on Tuesday night,
killing at least nine people and
injuring 10, al-Mohamedawi
said.
— The Associated Press

En-Lai Yeoh
ASSOCIAIEI) I'KESS

ASSCH;iArEl) PRl-XS

Injured CBS correspondent Kimberly Dozier is carried on a stretcher
to an ambulance after arriving in southern Germany on Tuesday.

• •

PUTRAJAYA, Malaysia —
Iran’s foreign minister said
Tuesday that Tehran is ready to
restart negotiations with the
European Union on its nuclear
program, but he ruled out direct
t.tlks witli the United States.
“I announce that Iran is ready
to respond positively to the call”
made by the Nonaligned
Movement ‘‘for resuming the
negotiations on Iran’s nuclear
issue without any precondi
tions,”
Foreign
Minister
Manouchehr
Mottaki
told
reporters.
‘‘Accordingly,
I
would
announce our readiness to restart
immediately the negotiations
with the EU Three to resolve the
issues,” he said, referring to
Britain, France and Germany.
— llte Associated I*ress
• • •
DILI, East Tim or —
Machete-wielding mobs torched
homes and ransacked buildings in
East Timor’s capital on Tuesday as
desperate residents scuffled over
scarce food and the government
showed the first signs of unravel
ing.
What started as sporadic clash
es between former soldiers and
government triKips has spiraled
into open gang wartare.Violence
has engulfed the capital, killing at
least 27 people and wounding
KK) others in the past week.
— Ihe Associated Ihess
• • •
KABUL, Afghanistan — A
road crash that triggered deadly
anti-American rioting in Kabul
occurred because a military truck
lost its brakes coming down a hill
and plowed into a line of cars, the
US. military said Tuesday.
Chanting “Death to America,”
rioters on Monday stoned the
U.S. convoy involved in the acci
dent, then headed to the center
of Kabul, ransacking offices of
international aid groups and
searching for foreigners. Smoke
billowed from burning buildings.
The death toll from the unrest
rose to 11, most of them from
gunshot wounds, according to
three city hospitals. More than
100 people were wounded.
— The Associated Press

Christoph Noelting
ASS(X:iATEn PKKSS

LANDSTUHL, Germany — A
CBS News correspondent injured by
a car bomb that killed two colleagues
m Iraq was in critical but stable con
dition and “doing as well as can be
expected,” a doctor at a U.S. military
hospital said Tuesday.
Kimberly Dozier, a 39-year-old
American, was flown to the U.S. mil
itary’s Ramstein Air Base in Germany
and was transferred by ambulance to
nearby Landstuhl Regional Medical
O nter, where doctors were assessing
her condition.
CBS said Dozier underwent two
operations in Baghdad before she was
transferred to Landstuhl, the U.S. mil
itary’s largest medical facility abroad.
Col. W. Bryan Gamble said Dozier
was responsive during the flight,
opening her eyes and moving her toes
as she was transferred, but that it was
too soon to speculate on her recovery.
“It’s really hard right now to ascer
tain how much of a recovery period
she will need and what the extent of
her rehabilitation will be, it’s really
UK) early into the pmcess of the trau
ma to know that right now,” Ciamble
said.
“She was critically wounded from
the ... blast, but right now she is doing
as well as can be expected,” he said,
adding that Dozier was expected to
stay in Landstuhl for several days and
undergo several other unitine opera
tions.
Medical officials are awaiting the
arrival of her family, expected
Wednesday, to decide when she
would be transferred to the United
States, (iamble said.
I )ozier, along with cameraman
Paul Douglas and soundman James
Bmlan were traveling in a U.S. mili
tary convoy working on a story about
Memorial I )ay when a car bomb
exploded. Douglas and Brolan, both
British citizens, were killed. A U.S.
soldier and an Iraqi translator also
died in the blast.
The explosion occurred on the
same day a series of blasts killed at
least 40 people in Iniq and wounded
dozens more in the w'orst wave of
violence to hit Baghdad in days.
CBS News reported on its Web site
that the three journalists were embed
ded with the 4th Brigade C'ombat
Team, 4th Infantry Division when a
nearby car packed with explosives
detonated, the network said. All three

journalists were riding in an armored
Humvee, CBS said, and were believed
to have been wearing protective gear.
“C3ur deepest sympathy goes out
to the families of Paul and James, and
we are hoping and praying for a com
plete recovery by Kimberly,” CBS
News President Sean McManus said
in a statement.
Douglas, 48, a British national
based in London, had worked for
CBS News since the early 1990s in
places
including
Afghanistan,
Pakistan, Rwanda and Bosnia. He is
survived by his wife, two daughters
and three grandchildren, CBS said.
Brolan, 42, who also was based in
London, had worked with CBS News
during the last year in Iraq and
Afghanistan as a freelancer. The
British citizen leaves behind his wife
of 20 years, Gen, and two children —
18-year-old Sam and 12-year-old
Agatha.
“James had a natural way with peo
ple and was always in demand as the
person to go with to the world’s trou
ble spots: always putting the locals at
ease, winning friends everywhere he
went and always putting in his best
effort.” his family said in a statement.
In addition to her time in Iraq,
Dozier also had worked as the chief
correspondent for WCdlS-TV New
York’s Middle East bureau in
Jerusalem, and previtnisly as London
bureau chief and chief European cor
respondent for CBS Radio New's.
Dozier graduated magn'a cum
laude fniiii Wellesley C'ollege, major
ing in human rights and Spanish,
according to her biography on the
CUiS News Web site. She later earned
a master’s degree in foreign affairs,
specializing in the Middle East, from
the University ofVirgiiiia.
McManus called the three “veter
ans of war coverage who proved their
bravery and dedication every single
d.iy.” They always volunteered for
dangerous assignments and were
invaluable in our attempt to report
the news to the American public.”
Dozens of journalists h.ive been
injured, killed or kidnapped in Iraq
since the 2(M)3 U.S.-led invasion that
toppled Iraqi dictator Saddam
Hussein.
Before Monday’s attack, the
C'ommittee to Protect Journalists had
put the number of journalists killed in
Iraq at 69. O f those, nearly threequarters were Iraqis, the New Yorkbased group said.

BANTUL, Indonesia — U.S.
Marines joined an international
effort Tuesday to deliver aid and
medical equipment to some
200,000 Indonesians left homeless
by a devastating earthquake, as
hopes faded of finding more sur
vivors. *
Two U.S. Marine cargo planes
carrying a mobile field hospital
landed in Yogjakarta, closest to the
quake area in central Java, after
cracks in the airport runway were
patched.
A disaster assistance response
team from the U.S. Agency for
International Development is being
readied and the amphibious assault
ship USS Essex, which has extensive
medical facilities, is en route to the
area. White House deputy press sec
retary Dana Perino said.
The United States also increased
its aid contribution to $5 million.
The United Nations said at least
21 other countries have joined the
effort to help those left homeless by
Saturday’s magnitude-6.3 quake,
which killed nearly 5,700 people.
As medical aid began to arrive,
the threat of a health crisis appeared
to be easing.
At two hospitals in Bantul, the
hardest-hit district, parking lots and
hallways that were filled with hun
dreds of injured in the days after the
quake were clear, with most patients
now being treated in beds.
Workers removed a tent from the
parking lot at Yogjakarta’s largest
hospital, Sardjito, that had been used
to shelter patients.
The U.N.’s top humanitarian
official said the aid effort was going
well, and there had been major
improvements in coordination

among aid organizations anti
nations since the 2004 Indian
Ocean tsunami that killed 131,000
people in Indonesia’s Aceh province
alone.
"We are now reaching more and
more victims,”Jan Egeland told The
Associated Press in Brussels,
Belgium."! am getting reports that
we are making enormous progress.”
The government's Social Affairs
Ministry said the official death toll
rose luesd.iy to 5,698 as officials
account for bodies buried quickly
in mass graves after the quake.
Most survivors were still living in
improvised shacks or group shelters
erected in rice fields. Groups of
families cooked together, each con
tributing scavenged food.
Despite government promises of
aid, shortages of food and fresh
water remained a pressing concern,
and thousands of people used card
board bo.xes to beg for cash and
supplies from passing drivers.
The head of a Malaysia search
and rescue team said hope had
faded of finding more survivors or
bodies, and his group had turned to
clearing rubble from streets instead.
“The collapsed homes were all so
small that anyone who was trapped
would have been extracted by their
family members,” Abdul Aziz
Ahmad said, adding his team found
only one body Monday.
A 44-member team of Chinese
doctors, search and rescue workers
and seismologists also arrived with
five tons of supplies, including a
field hospital, China’s official
Xinhua News Agency reported.
Thailand said it would send 48
military medical personnel, medi
cine and equipment.
Teams from Malaysia, Singapore,
Norway and other nations already
are working in the area.
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Zukerman, Jimmy Dinh,Jessica
( ireenwalt

advertising repretcntatives Liz
C4m x\ Brandon Ciollins, Lindsay Smith,
Lucy Bouweraerts, PhingYam, Akshita
I )eora. Amber Freyermuth, Emily
Hormuth, Rachna Chhabira, Jaime
Ransom
ad layout manager Cece C'hen
classified ad manager Jackie C'han
faculty adsdser George Ramos
general manager Paul Bittick

WRITE A LETTER
Mustang Daily reserves the right
to edit letters for grammar, profani
ties and length. Letters, com m en
taries and cartoons do not represent
the views o f the Mustang Daily.
Please limit length to 250 words.
Letters should include the w riters
full name, phone number, major
and class standing. Letters must
com e from a C\il Poly e-m ail
account. Do not send letters as an
attachment. Please send the text in
the body o f the e-mail.
By e-mail:
nuistjiigd.iily(u ginail.com
By mail:
I etters to the Editor
Building 26, Room 226
c;.d Poly,SLO,CA 93407

CORRECTIONS
The Mustang Daily staff takes
pride in publishing a daily newspa
per for the C"al Poly campus and
the neighboring community. We
appreciate your readership and are
thankful for your careful reading.
Please send your correction sugges
tions to mustangdailyfifgmail.com

NOTICE
The Mustang Daily is a "desig
nated public forum.” Student edi
tors have full authority to make all
content decisions without censor
ship or advance appnival.
May 31, 2006
Volume LXIX, No. 144 ©2006
Mustang Daily
printed by Univcrsitv (iriphics Systems
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COMMENTARY

Lessons learned fix>m a year as ASI president
o this IS it C'al Poly. I’m
officially 10 days away
from leaving office and
this is my last column as your
dedicated ASI president. One of
the benefits of being president is
gaining an increased perspective
on the role of students m the uni
versity and the value of a univer
sity education beyond the class
room. By the possible coinci
dence that some of these insights
might be meaningful to you. I’d
like to share a few in my last col
umn.

S

with

in advocating for tie into the 9-to-5 routine, forget
the principle of about C'al Poly and move away
only to perpetuate the statused u c a t i o n a l
o p p o r t u n i t y . quo? O r are you going to make a
Nobody
wins difference like college-educated
when we pigeon professionals have done through
hole
initiatives out history? Educational oppor
into a narrow tunity creates a responsibility to
political or social give back to our communities m
agenda. We pay countless ways. The choices we
our legislators the make with our limited time will
big bucks to work define the people we become and
out the political the world in which we live. We
and legal details to can either be the scrooges of the
the satisfaction of world or we can be the positive
their colleagues role models and benefactors ot
community growth and develop
and the voters.
ment that C'alifornia and America
Students are the need so badly.
foundation, but there’s more
Whatever you choose to do, do
It’s obvious that without stu it with integrity, give it all your
dents we wouldn’t have a univer effort and treat your time as an
sity, but again, it’s counter-pro investment into your, and the
ductive to break it down at that world’s future. This is the attitude
level and claim that the students I’ve approached every day with as
are the only aspect of a university president and I believe it has
with value. The university is a served the students and Cal Poly
community of forces that collabo well. In the end, all we are is a
rate to create opportunities. collection o f the meaningful
Without the dedication of each works we’ve accomplished in life.
entity from individual students So, as I’m reflecting on what I
and faculty to colleges, divisions may be remembered for as your
and ASI, we wouldn’t be able to ASI president, I challenge you to
provide a complete college expe consider what you’d like to be
rience. As students, we must real remembered for as a C!al Poly stu
ize that we’re part of something dent. Once you’ve answered that
much larger than ourselves, we’re question (or at least part of it)
part of a community working you’re on your way to success in
towards a common goal from college and in life.
many directions.

You get what you work for
A university is a very organic
bureaucracy of thousands of peo
ple working towards the same
goal. Everyone definitely has
enough work to do before you
approach them with an idea or an
initiative (especially administra
tors). But if you do your home
work well enough to prove that
your initiative should be a priori
ty, you will make progress. You
get what you work for, nothing
more, nothing less.

ment proclaims, “ Investing in
Greatness.”The more we combine
our resources (time, money, space)
for shared initiatives, the more
effective we’ll become as an insti
tution. Students have the unique
power to create collaboration
between divisions, departments
and colleges. Keep it up and I
guarantee the returns will
demonstrate value in the long
run.

Everything is an investment
Everyone involved m the uni
versity from students to adminis
trators to donors, are all investing
in the potential of our graduates
and our institution. The bottom
line is that everything is an invest
ment and if you deconstruct
everything to nothing more than
a cost (time, money, space), you’ll
be missing the whole point. We’re
m the business of, as the Division
of Student Atfiirs missions state-

We’re all in this together
The more we can begin to
understand and build on the
common ground that we share,
the more we’ll be able to effec
tively build bridges across the cul
tural, intellectual and political
divisions that separate us in so
many ways. For instance, we all
value educational opportunities Opportunities create respon
but may have different perspec sibility
tives on how It should be afford
So you’re about to graduate,
ed to the public. Let us join forces what’s next? Are you going to set-

LETTERS
TO TH K F.Di roR
Don’t inlHnge on my rights
and 1 won’t on vours
The anti-abortion exhibits have
stirmd up the abortion conllict
once again on our campus. I have
so much to say about the exhibit
and about the larger abortion
debate that I don't know where to
start! Here are the two central
points I would like to make.
Freedom of speech gives them
the right to come on campus and I
respect that, but la-edom also gives
me the right to choose. American
freedom means tfeedom from per
secution because of your religious
beliefs; it means freedom to live
without others dictating your
actions. American freedom means
personal privacy and the right to
choose winch church to go to.
which car to buy, w hich job to
take, which method of birth con
trol to use etc. ... But when reli
gious gnnips pmtest sex education
in schools, they are taking .iway our
freedom. When abstinence only
education is taught them are more
teen pregnancies then when com
prehensive sex education is taught.
I want education and I want the
freedom to make my own choices.
Blease don’t infringe on my rights

and I won t on yours. If you don't
want to have an abortion then
don't, but how dare you tell me
w hat to «.io w ith niv biHi\’.
Freedom of speech gives you the
right to S.IV what vou think, but to
ctime onto a college campus and
spread lies and misinformation is
disrespecthil and cowaRlly. To say
that bre.ist cancer is linked to alxirtions is ridiculous! There is no sci
entific basis for this claim. I am
disheartened that people make up
lies to tiy and scare us to do as they
say. Hey this reminds me of
George W. a little ... I wonder
w'hich came first — lies about
abortion or lies about war/oil?
Lizzy LaMotte-Mitchell
Politiuil snaicc Jutnor

Men should have a voice in
the abortion dialogue
What merit is there in quoting
the ruling on .ibortion in
C'alifornia (1972) prior to the
Supreme (anirt decision on RoeV.
Wade (1973)? Although the case
mentioned in the article “Students
react to controversial display.”
People V. Barksdale, denied abortion
beyond the sectmd trimester, the
Sternberg V. C!arhart case struck
down a “partial-birth .ibortion” ban
in the state of Nebraska. Notes on
the case from the (Center for
Repnnluctive Rights state that,
"the Gourt’s decision rendered
similar bans in over 30 states and
C'ongress unconstitutional or unen
forceable” allowing abortion to

’¡'ylor Middlcsiodi is ihcASI presideni and .V/icsrjri(> Daily columnist. He
can he reached at
muddlesiacalpolyedu, .-il.M: C M SI
Ihresident

community’ voiced oppoMtn>n to
indecency when the t?P Saki
posters were hung up. but please
don’t l.ibel me a lonservame. 1
svmpathi/e w ith the Palestinians in
their plight, but slon’t think that I
desire Israelis dead I wish the
rragedv of abortion never «Hcura*d.
but I don't support the misguided
and disturbing display. Ple.ise ilon’t
lx‘ quick to judge overly simplified
complex issues, which create labels
(for yourself or others), and spew
forth s.ircasm and cynicism, which
polarizes our community when we
reallv need to come together.
We all h.ive our opinions, but if
we tlon'r le.irn to truly cotnnumicate. our views w ill remain
um hanged, and so will the work! I
tion’t know about vou guvs, but I
think our world could use some
change.
As fellow members of the t al
Poly commutiity, and .is the respon
sible individuals .ind leaders ot our
nation in the coming years, let us
maintain a sense of civility, refrain
iuiministration junior
ing fmm personal attacks, gross
generalizations, labeling and judg
Civility, please
ing, regardless of the issue at hand.
As I have read the Mustang
There will always be two sides. If
I )aily throughout the year, I have
been disappointed that some letters we trv’ to understand before
to the editor, some weekly columns demanding to be understoixl, we
and other communications among just might find less war and more
peace in ourselves, in our relation
individiKils in our community are
ships. in our nation and in our
not done in an attitude of respect,
patience and seeking to understand. world.
Mark Egan
Things are not always as simple
Aerospace engineerini^ junior
as they seem. I was glad that our

continue to take place thnnighout
all three trimesters tor the "health”
of the woman.
In response to the statement that
“I don't think men should h.ive an
opinion” on abortion, whv not?
First, the argument is an ad
hominem attack that fails to kxik ,it
the argument. I )o I have to be a
member of the victim class in onler
to say what is happening to this
human being is wn>ng? ITo I have
to be a woman to speak out for
women’s suffrage or equal pay for
equal work? 1)o I have to be living
in Uganda to speak out for the
“invisible children”? What would
be vour response if a woman made
the same arguments against abor
tion .IS a man?
Arguments .iside, though, .is the
president of the Justice tor All club,
thank you for dialoguing with us
about abortion. Feel free to con
tact us at
justiceforall.calpoly(^gtnail.com
with any questions or concerns.
Matt Esswein
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Crossword
ACROSS
1 iunesmiths'grp
6 Massenet wak
11 Forbes listings
Abbr
14 Pooh penner
15 Coin collecting,
for some
16 View in northern
Italy
17 Favorite
19 Teachers’ org
20 Smart-alecky
21 Narc's org
22 Possible score
just before
winning
23 G reat___
25 Mechanical
rooster
28 Masthead
contents, briefly
29 Gangsta
pioneer, fa
short
30 Lush

31

Bega, with
the 1999 hit
“Mambo No. 5"
32 Elusive figures
in the mountains
35 Part of a media
planner's buy
39 Acquaintance
42 Prefix with
fluaide
43 Nabisco wafer
44 Country rte
45 B on___
47 Black gold
48 Study of the
Scriptures Abbr
49 Prime capaate
concern
54 Well-ventilated
55 Retro do
56 It may be made
on a count of
three
57 Hula Hoops.
once
59 Hog haven

Edited by Will Shortz

60 Reasons to
begin a race
over
and a
hint to 17-,
25-, 39- and
49-Across
64 Part of a school

pr

Baseball

Big West

continued jrom page ¡2

continued from page ¡2

ing minor league ball tins summer.
However, as a EiEth-year senior, the
process was slightly different.
Rocjuet was eligible to sign as a
free agent following Sunday’s
game and reportedly signed a con
tract with the (dneago C'ubs.
Rocjuet is set to report on June 12
to the (dibs’ Spring Training com
plex in Mesa, Ariz. and will be
assigned to a team following eval
uation.

su|do]ku

yr-

TOtMY'* 80i.im0N«l

bd lake in, perhaps

6-Across, e g.
67 “
moment”
68 Butter up?
Navajo
reservation
sights

DOWN
1 Bowling lane
equipment inits.
2 Person touched
on the shoulder^
Ensemble with
^ clashing tie
* Warbucks's
ward
5 Strokes
®Thanksgiving
time. Abbr
Passport a
ANSW ER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
Accad
UIdBU ULLIUU u y u u l u
Daisy Mae’s guy
□ n iD D □ D B D IDBQBID
Girders
BDDQ BBQBI B B D B ll Part of the Holy
Land. Abbr
IDBD
D D d BCll!] Positive
BUB B B B B UBB
DBDDBQBDOQCIBDBB Kind of add
□HDD
BCIH
BIÏ1DD Punish
igIS]mmid□□ y y Ü
IQIÜ
Qu m capa a lly
Brought up
BDD h b b b b d d
Central Asia’s
□B H H BB
DBB
Mountains
UUiBUlUBBUBUBldUy
Dutch pottery
BDDDD BDDID B
dty
□B B D B BDOB B
LUUDBB B BBU IdUBB Love to pieces

uUBkiiiuu
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Puzzi« by t M Glic4(tlwn and Nancy Salomon

26 Give the game
away
27 O K. place
29 Go-getter
33 “___were you
»1

34 Stylist's shop
36 Many moons'’
37 Surmise

38 Strange to say
40 Odist’s
inspiration
41 Birds and planes
46 African antelope
49 Low singer
50 A sa rule
51 “Go ahead, ask”
52 Springy songs

53 Hawaii, on a
map, sometimes
54 Visibly shocked
58 Something
smashable
60 Terrif
61 Befae, to bards
62 Singer s syllable
63 Carrier to Oslo

F a answers call 1-900-285-5656, $1 20 a minute; a. with a
aedit card, 1-000-814-5554
Annual subschptions are available f a the best ct Sunday
aosswadsfrom the last 50 years 1-888-7-ACRC^S
Online subsaiptions: Toda/s puzzle and m ae than ZOOO
past puzzles, nytimes com/crosswads ($34 95 a year).
Share tips nytimes com/puzzlefaum Crosswads fa young
solvers; nytimes com^eaming/xwads

doubles, three triples and seven
home runs. He also led the team in
multiple-hit games with 2b.
Desme hit .2S7 with 12 doubles,
a triple and eight home runs in Ins
first season with the Mustangs after
transferring from San Diego State.
He hit two home runs m both the
Fresno State and Cdil State
Northridge series and stole eight
of 10 bases. Desme also had the
second-longest hitting streak of the
season for (dtl Poly at 13 games.
Cal State Fullerton, the 200(>
Big West champion, claimed the
top three honors in the Big West
Conference
with
sophomore
right-hander Wes ILoemer receiv
ing the nod for Big West I’ltcher of
the Year, head coach (ieorge
Horton nabbing Big West Cdiacb
of the Year honors and senior sec
ond baseman Justin luriier sharing
Big West Cd)-I*layer of the Year
with Evan Longoria of Long ■
Beach State.
j.
Also earning All-Big West acco
lades were freshmen Danny
Espinosa of Long Beach State and
Scott (iorgen o f U (' Irvine.
Espinosa received Big West
Freshman Player of the Year hon
ors, while Ciorgen’s performance
on the mound earned him Big
West Freshman Pitcher of the Year.
(dll State Fullerton landed seven
players on the first team while run
ner-up Long Beach State placed
two players on the mythical squad
(dll Polv and U (' Riverside also
had two plavers honored and
Pacific and U (' Santa Barbara one
each.
KISS Mr ;
V u ^ o rfra t tfte
► u s ta itfj ^l^aiCyl

CLASSIFIED
HELP WANTED
Computer Software QA Tech
SLO Based software group
seeks those experienced with
timeline based software (flash,
Director. Avid) for QA of
cinematic software simulations
See Careerbuilder.com for more
details. Email resume to
lorraine.dorell@visualpurple.com
Summer Temp needed
Some heavy lifting required.
moving furniture, painting, and
minor maintenance
$40/ wk @ $8/ hr
Apply in person at:;
555- Ramona Dr., SLO
-----

|
j
|
;

i
i

'

TUN - SUMMER CAMP JOBS
www.daycampjobs com/slo
Earn $800-$3200 a month
to drive brand new cars with
ads piaced on them
www.DriveCarAds:com

I

Childcare. Babysitting Looking for
i patient, energetic person to care
'or our 3 & 5 year old 5 T 0 Hours/
veek. Flexible on times '’ lease
■ email jen@bakerhome.com.

HELP WANTED

HOMES FOR SALE

RENTAL HOUSING

Fun Summer Job Available!
Event Staff Position
Work Festivals. Music Festivals.
Special Events, and more!
Flexible hours. No exp. required.
Apply in person at;:
1190 Marsh St. #E. SLO

Thomas Everett Salon
and Tom Mel Beauty Center
FT/ PT Receptionist Pos. Available
Apply in person at:
1119 Chorro St. SLO

HOME FOR SALE
Large 4 BD/3 BA home for sale.
Close to Cal Poly.
Home offers large backyard
with deck and gazebo spa.
Contact Grant Alvernaz with
Century 21 Hometown Realty for
details. (805) 748-9860
www.AlvernazRealEstate.com
(picture, email, and website
available on online ad!)

The Oaks Apts, in Atascadero
$900 2 bed/ 2 bath W/D central
heat/air (805) 466-5693

STUDENT PROGRAMMERS
COM Technologies. Inc.
www.cdmtech.com
Java experience, CSC 101-103
(or equivalent) required.
CSC 307, 308-309. J2EE.
XML/XSLT preferred.
15-20 hours per week for at
least one year (full-time
during school breaks).
U S. Citizenship Required.
Starting Salary:
S8.00 to $16.00 per hour
Submit resume by fax: 541 1221
O'- email phyllis@cdmtech.com
Summer Internship
Arp you competitive, ambitious, a
people person, and hard working'’
Average summer income is
$8,200. Contact Leslie with
the Southwestern Company at
805-252-8797.

delivery Orivers-m ust oe able to I
lift 50-f lbs., TT or PT.
aoDly in oerson at Taylor Renta .
_______ 2790 Broad. SLO._______ j
Grading Papers, near Cal Poy.
Matn-English Mon i-Wed. 2:30 to
o om. $9.50 hour. (805)466-5350

HELP WANTED

I

I

Landscaping Design Need help
making our SLO yard functional
and pretty Looking for experienced
landscape or OH student. Good
pay. Start immediately. Email
jen@bakerhom e.com .

Experienced Breakfast Cook
3 mornings a week
Cad’s Coffee House
528-7571

FHness-Glamour Models needed
for print work. Casual-wear /
Swimwear assignments. Will train.
New talent needed. Send resume'
models@west-world.com.
(805) 343-1968
(picture and uri on online ad)

Free list of all houses and
condos for sale in SLO.
Call Nelson Real Estate
546-1990 or email
steve@slohomes.com

Condo for sale
LA Area Summer Camps
' l l CP Grad quits SLO:
www.daycampjobs.com/slo
too big, too costly
1
b
e
d
/
lb
a th / lc a r garage/end unit
HOMES FOR SALE
Vaulted ceiling, skylights, fireplace,
Oversized Bedrooms
private deck, upgrades. 850 sq ft
Immaculate 2 Bedroom 1 1/2
15 rr.in walk to downtown
Bath Condo next to Meadow Park
adjacent to French Hostp'ta
(805) 235-9770
i
Quiet complex $3"’ 9 K
(picture and website link
|i
(805) 549-0428
available on online ad!)_____ | |
geministeve@gmail.com
For a Free List of Properties
GET YOUR CLASSIFIED AD IN
for sale in the SLO Area
THE DAILY NOW!! 756-1143
Call Jim McBride at 783-4403
1 800-397-7653 or Email:
RENTAL HOUSING
C21JimMcBride@yahoo.com
Room for rent in very nice Laguna
-Century 21 SL PropLake house. Quiet, non-party
Classified Ads Website
students. $650.00 including
Ads Online and on print!
utilities, cable, internet.
www.m ustangdally.net
rholzer@cox.net (949) 939-3773

Four responsible, clean, easy-going
students looking for 3-4 bdrm
hou se/ a pt/condo/townhou se
Please call: (408) 821-6253

ANNOUNCEMENTS
GOT energy? LIFTOFF a new kind
of energy drink fueled by Herbalife
Order online
http://www.nutrimallst.com

SHOUT OUTS! FREE EVERY THURS

LOST AND FOUND
Found white raincoat in UU
Contact sawols@calpoly.edu

Lost African Goat from Fisher Hall
$100 REWARD 756-5242
LOST a Sandisk 256 mb usb pen
drive containing entire senior
iroject. If found please contact
Jeff Etchevery @ (661) 332 7661
Lost Tiffany’s chain-linked ring
(714) 335-8939
$1000 REWARD for info on stole'
1999 silver Volvo S70 model
Contact; 431-2972
Sunglasses found in Computer
Science bldg. Call (805) 305-038(
Missing anything?
Lost and Found ads are FREE

Sports editor: frank Stnuizl» miistim}idailyiports(a^miilam
Assistant sports editor: Chris Ciunn

Sports
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Trip to nationals a hom eœ m ing for Cisco
Jandy Jones
VIUSIANC. DAIIY

Willimena C'isco started riiiimng track to get in shape for bas
ketball. And while basketball is her
passion, track is w'hat she excels at
— and that lact is vindicated by
her qualifying for the NC'AA
Championships on June 7-10 in
Sacramento, tkilif.
(hsco has been running track
Miice ninth grade and quickly
picked up the rhythm and three'tep process hurdlers need. Soon
she realized track was her future
and gave up basketball.
Chsco,
who
moved
to
Sacramento at the age of four after
her family left Liberi.i, qualified as
an at-large bid to the national
championships in the 100-meter
hurdles after placing seventh at the
West Region Cdiampionships in
Lrovo, Utah over the weekend.
Chsco reached her pinnacle this
year when she set the C!al I’oly
record in the 100-meter hurdles
with a mark of 13.39 seconds,
breaking the previous 21-year-old
record held by C'eCw* C'.handler by
.08 seconds.
“One of things 1 wanted to do
when 1 came to Chal Poly was get
my name up on the plaque,” Chsco
said.
Chsco said that ('handler has
been keeping tabs on her since her
sophomore year and e-niailed her
when she broke the record — and
wasn’t at all unhappy about it.
The track star is also the
wom en’s team captain, a role
where she strives to serve as a liai
son between coaches and athletes.
(hsct)’s teannnates Luke I lamas
and Deirdre liyrne will join her at
the
N(]AA
National
C^hanipionships
held
at

Llamas, Cisco,
Byrne headed
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Willimena Cisco didn’t have her best race in the high-altitudes of Provo, Utah over the weekend, but did
enough to earn an at-large hid to the national championships at Sacramento State on June 7-10.
Sacramento State. This may be
Cisco’s last year in track but she
doesn’t plan on stopping.
“ I am starting to get to tiiy
physical peak, so it would be wise
to continue,” she said.
A strong performance in

Sacramento wouldn’t hurt her
chances of receiving a professional
contract.
If she can’t get a sponsorship,
however, the senior recreation
adniinistratitin major with a con
centration in sports inanageinent

wants to coach at the intercolle
giate level. She would like to take
the knowledge she has learned
from school and participating in
track and apply it to her career.
But for now. Casco wouldn’t
mind a few more races.

to N C A A s
M U S I A N ( . D A II Y S I A I I R I I ' O K T

Seniors Willimena Casco and
Luke Llamas will join Deirdre
Byrne in the NC'AA National
C'hampionships June 7-10 at
Sacramento State.
lioth C'isco and Llamas had out
standing 2000 seasons and received
at-large bids on Tuesday after miss
ing out on auromatic bids at the
West Regionals in lYovo, Utah
over the weekend.
Cisco set the school record in
the 100-meter hurdles and success
fully defended her Big West crown
for the third time at the Big West
championships this year.
Llamas is fourth on the men’s
all-time list in the 3,000 steeple
chase with a time of 8:4.3.34.
Llamas also qualified for the west
regional championships in the
1,500 and 5,000, but chose to focus
on his better event.
Llamas just missed an automatic
bid, finishing m sixth with a time
of 9:06,68 in a slow, but highly
strategical race.
Byrne qualified for the national
championships by finishing fifth in
Utah in the 1,500 with a time of
4:26.09. Byrne also appears on the
Mustangs’ all-time list as she cur
rently sits in fourth in the 1,500
with a best time of 4:17.74.
The
NCAA
National
Cdianipionships take place June 710 on the campus of Sacramento
State.

M ustangs earn Central Coast Four M ustangs receive
All-Conference
honors
b racin g rights over GaucJios
S IA m r s IN K IR .M A IIO N K K IM R I

Frank StranzI
MUSTANO DAILY

Cal Poly closed out its season in
winning fashion on Sunday, beating
UC' Santa Barbara 8-6 in a Big West
baseball game at Baggett Stadium.
Pitching in his final game as a
Mustang, senior (hisey Fieti
endured six runs on 11 hits to pick
up his sixth win of the season.
After the game, coach Larry Lee
talked about a season not quite up
to par.
“It w’as kind of a roller coaster
ride and we w'on a lot of series’, but
we didn’t do enough to get into
that playotf contention,” Lee said.
“We bulked up our schedule and
had the lOth toughest schedule out
of 291 Division 1 teams, but it does
n’t always correlate to the RPl.”
Lee called the R l’l a “llawed for
mula.” Last year the Mustangs had
an easier schedule and tied tor sec
ond in the Big West with Long
Beach State, but didn't receive a
playotf bid — and the 49ers did.

C^il State Fullerton is guaranteed
a spot in the NCAA playoffs by
winning the Big West automatic bid
while Long Beach State and UC'
Irvine will wait to see if they
receive at-large bids.
Sunday’s game puts the Mustangs
into fourth place in the Big West.
Shortstop (iilbert Ciil went 3for-4 with three RBIs and two runs
scored to lead the Mustangs offen
sively. Second baseman Brent Morel
went 2-for-4 with two RBIs and
two runs scored while Jiininy
(iarditier waited until the last sea
son of the season to hit his first
home run — and went 3-for-4
from the plate with two RBIs.
Gauchos’ first baseman Robbie
Blauer led his team with a 3-for-4
plate perfonnance and a pair of
RBIs and runs scored.
Bryan Fleming took the loss for
the (iauchos. Fleming relieved
starter Brian Tracy in the fifth
inning and allowed four runs on
five hits in 2.1 innings of work.

Tracy pitched the first four innings,
allowing four runs on seven hits.
Justin Segal closed out the final 1.2
innings, allowing just one runner to
reach base.
Rocky Roquet W'orked the
ninth for the last time in a Mustang
uniform, pitching a scoreless inning
while allowing two runners to
reach base for his 1(Ith save of the
season.
The Mustangs won 4-1 on
Saturday, Gary Daley Jr. picking up
the win m what could be his final
game in a C'al Poly uniform. The
(iauchos won 11-Ci on Friday night
as starting pitcher Bud Norris got
knocked out of the game in the
fourth.
Despite a 5.48 ERA, Lee expects
I )aley to be drafted in Major league
Baseball’s Amateur Draft in June
along with teammates Norris and
Josh Lansford. The three will not
return to C'.al Poly next season, Lee
said.
Rocky Roquet will also be playsee Baseball, page 11

Junior catcher Matt ("anepa and
senior first basetnan/right fielder
Jimmy Van Ostrand have been
named to the 2<M)6 All-Big West
Gonference first team.
Junior third baseman Josh
Lansford landed a spot on the sec
ond team while sophomore center
fielder (irant Desnie was accorded
honorable mention honors.
C'.al Poly finished 29-27 overall.
Its third straight winning season
under head coach Larry Lee, and
10-1 1 for fourth place in the Big
West.
C'anepa was Cial Poly’s secondbest hitter with a .326 average,
including a 5-for-5 performance
against Cal State Northridge on
■April 14, Cial Poly’s first five-hit
game in three years. The transfer
from College of San Mateo col
lected seven doubles and one home
run, finishing third on the team in
RBIs with 35.
C'anepa produced 15 multiple-

hit games and had nine- and sevengame hitting streaks this season. He
also threw out 17 would-be base
stealers in 44 attempts (38.6 per
cent).
Van Ostrand led the Mustangs in
home runs (13) and RBIs (49) en
route to a .297 batting average. A
transfer from Hancock (College in
2004, Van Ostrand hit four home
runs and drove in 11 runs in a
three-game series at Washington m
mid-March, earning Big West and
national player of the week honors.
Van Ostrand finished the season
with a nine-game hitting streak
and 18 inultiple-ht games. He
started all 56 games and had six
games with four or more RBIs this
season. A year ago the Richmond.
B.C7, native hit .345 with four
home runs and 25 RBIs.
Lansford was Cial Poly’s top hit
ter with a .353 average and pro
duced the Mustangs’ longest hitting
streak of the season at 16 games.
His totals for the season include 12
see Big West, page 11

